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1

Title

(1)

This bylaw is the Traffic and Speed Limits Bylaw 2017

2

Commencement

(1)

This bylaw comes into force on 1 March 2018.

3

Application

(1)

This bylaw applies to the Whanganui District.

4

Purpose

(1)

The purpose of this bylaw is to enhance and promote a safe and efficient road network.

5

Interpretation

(1)

In this bylaw, unless the context otherwise requires, Act means the Land Transport Act 1998.
Approval means a licence, permit or other form of written approval granted under this
bylaw, and includes all conditions to which the approval is subject.
Authorised Officer means any person appointed by Council to act on its behalf and with
its authority, and may include a police officer.
Council means the Whanganui District Council or any Authorised Officer.
Class of vehicle means groupings of vehicles defined by reference to any common
feature and includes:
(a)
vehicles by type, description, weight, size or dimension;
(b)
vehicles carrying specified classes of load by the mass, size or nature of such
loads;
(c)
vehicles carrying no fewer or less than a specified number of occupants;
(d)
vehicles used for specified purposes;
(e)
vehicles driven by specified classes of persons;
(f)
carpool and shared vehicle; and
(g)
vehicles displaying a permit authorised by the Council.
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Cruising has the meaning given by s 2(1) of the Land Transport Act 1998
Explanatory note: As at 17 February 2017, the definition under s2(1) of the Land
Transport Act 1998 … “means driving repeatedly in the same direction over the
same section of a road in a motor vehicle in a manner that:
a) Draws attention to the power or sound of the engine of the motor vehicle being
driven; or
b) Creates a convoy that:
i) Is formed otherwise than in trade; and
ii) Impedes traffic flow.
Cycle lane means a longitudinal strip within a roadway reserved by a marking or sign for
the use of cycles.
Cycle path(a)
means part of the road that is physically separated from the roadway that is
intended for the use of cyclists, but which may be used also by pedestrians; and
(b)
includes a cycle track formed under section 332 of the Local Government Act
1974.
Emergency vehicle means a vehicle used for attendance at emergencies and operated(a)
by an enforcement officer
(b)
by an ambulance service
(c)
as a fire service vehicle
(d)
as a civil defence emergency vehicle
(e)
as a defence force emergency vehicle
Person includes a corporation sole, a body corporate, and an unincorporated body.
Shared zone means a roadway intended to be used by pedestrians and vehicles
Special vehicle lane means a lane defined by signs or markings as restricted to a
specified class or classes of vehicle; and includes a bus lane, a transit lane, a cycle lane,
and a light rail vehicle lane.
Road has the meaning given by Section 2 of Land Transport Act 1998
includes—
(a) a street; and
(b) a motorway; and
(c) a beach; and
(d) a place to which the public have access, whether as of right or not; and
(e) all bridges, culverts, ferries, and fords forming part of a road or street or
(f) motorway, or a place referred to in paragraph (d); and
(g) all sites at which vehicles may be weighed for the purposes of this Act or any
other enactment
Vehicle has the meaning given by s 2(1) of the Land Transport Act 1998
“vehicle—
(a) means a contrivance equipped with wheels, tracks, or revolving runners on
which it moves or is moved; and
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(b) includes a hovercraft, a skateboard, in-line skates, and roller skates; but
(c) does not include—
(i)
a perambulator or pushchair:
(ii)
a shopping or sporting trundler not propelled by mechanical power:
(iii)
a wheelbarrow or hand-trolley:
(iv)
[Repealed]
(v)
a pedestrian-controlled lawnmower:
(vi)
a pedestrian-controlled agricultural machine not propelled by
mechanical power:
(vii)
an article of furniture:
(viii)
a wheelchair not propelled by mechanical power:
(ix)
any other contrivance specified by the rules not to be a vehicle for the
purposes of this definition:
(x)
any rail vehicle “
(2)

Any undefined words, phrases or expressions used in this bylaw have the same meaning
as in the Act unless the context plainly requires a different meaning.

(3)

Explanatory notes and additional information attached at the end of this bylaw are for
information purposes only, do not form part of this bylaw, and may be made, amended,
revoked or replaced by the council at any time.

6

Resolutions

(1)

A resolution may be made under this bylaw(a) to regulate, control or prohibit any matter or thing generally, or for any specific
classes of case, or in a particulate case; or
(b) that applies to all vehicles or traffic or to any specified class of vehicles or traffic
using a road or parking place; or
(c) that applies to all roads, any specified road or part of a road or parking place under
the care, control, or management of the council; or
(d) that applies to any specified time or period of time.

(2)

Prior to Council making a resolution under clause 6(1) Council must, at least 14 working
days before its meeting to consider the proposal, publically notify the proposal.

(3)

If, within the 14 day period, Council receives a written objection from any person adversely
affected by the proposal then Council must consider that objection and may confirm, amend
or revoke the proposal which is the subject of the objection.

(4)

Clause 6(2) does not apply to any proposal, which will consolidate resolutions previously
made under this part or has the same effect as a resolution made under a bylaw revoked
by this part.
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7

Left or right turns and U-turns

(1)

The Council may by resolution temporarily or permanently prohibit (a)
vehicles or classes of vehicles on any road from turning to the right or to the left
or from proceeding in any other direction;
(b)
vehicles turning from facing or travelling in one direction to facing or travelling in
the opposite direction (performing a U-turn) on specified roads.

(2)

A person must not turn a vehicle to the left, or to the right, or perform a U-turn, or proceed
in any other direction on any road where the Council has prohibited or restricted such
movements under clause 7(1).

8

Routes and manoeuvres on roads

(1)

The Council may by resolution prescribe for traffic or specified classes of traffic routes
that must be followed or any turning movements or manoeuvres that must be undertaken
at an intersection, or on a road or cycle path.

(2)

A person must not use a road or cycle path in a manner contrary to a prohibition or
restriction under clause 8(1).

9

Traffic control by size, nature or goods (including heavy vehicles)

(1)

Council may by resolution prohibit or restrict the use of roads as unsuitable for the use of
any specified class of traffic or any specified class of motor vehicle due to their size or
nature or the nature of the goods carried.

(2)

A person must not use a road contrary to a prohibition or restriction under clause 9(1)
except as provided under clause 9(3).

(3)

If in the opinion of Council it is safe to do so, Council may permit a vehicle to use any
road in contravention of a prohibition or restriction made under clause 9(1) for the purpose
of(a) loading or unloading goods or passengers at any property whose access is by way
of the road; or
(b) providing an emergency service in or near a road from which it has been prohibited
and for which alternative access is not available; or
(c) undertaking maintenance on a road from which it has been prohibited and for which
alternative access is not available; or
(d) undertaking maintenance of a network utility provider’s assets on or near a road from
which it has been prohibited and for which alternative access is not available.

10

Special vehicle lanes

(1)

The Council may by resolution prescribe a road, or a part of a road, as a special vehicle
lane that may only be used by a specified class or classes of vehicle.

(2)

A person must not use a special vehicle lane contrary to any restriction made under
clause 10(1).
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Cycle paths

(1)

Council may by resolution(a) fix the length, route and location of a cycle path;
(b) determine priority for users of a cycle path on a shared path that may be used by
some or all of the following persons at the same time(i) pedestrians;
(ii) cyclists;
(iii) riders of mobility devices;
(iv) riders of wheeled recreational devices.

(2)

A person must not use a cycle path in a manner contrary to any restriction made under
clause 11(1).

12

Engine braking

(1)

The Council may by resolution permanently or temporarily prohibit or restrict engine
braking on any road where the permanent speed limit does not exceed 70km/h.

(2)

A person must not use engine braking on any road in contravention of a prohibition or
restriction made under clause 12(1).

13

Cruising

(1)

The Council may by resolution permanently or temporarily:
(a) Specify any section of road or roads on which cruising is controlled, restricted or
prohibited; and
(b) Prescribe the period of time that must elapse between each time a driver drives on
a specified section of road for the driver to avoid being regarded as cruising.

(2)

Before the Council makes a resolution under clause 13(1), the Council must consider:
(a) The reasons why it is necessary to pass the cruising resolution; and
(b) The types and locations of roads the cruising resolution will apply to (e.g. local roads,
arterial roads; urban areas, residential areas, or industrial areas); and
(c) The length of, and days on which, the cruising resolution will apply; and
(d) Whether the Police support the cruising resolution; and
(e) Views of the affected community; and
(f) Any other information the Council considers relevant.

(3)

No person may use a motor vehicle on any specified section of road or roads in
contravention of a control, prohibition or restriction made by the Council under clause
13(1).

(4)

Nothing is clause 13(1) limits the exercise of any enforcement powers available in any
Act or regulation, including the issue of warning notices under section 22AF of the Land
Transport Act 1998, and the offences and penalties related to non-compliance with any
warning notices.
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Prohibited times on roads

(1)

The Council may by resolution specify any road or part of a road and the days and times
during which motor vehicles weighing less than 3,500 kilograms are prohibited from being
used on that road or part of that road or roads.

(2)

Before the Council makes a resolution under clause 14(1), the Council must consider:
(a) The reasons why it is necessary to pass the proposed prohibition; and
(b) The classification and locations of roads the proposed prohibition will apply to; and
(c) The length of, and days on which, the proposed prohibition will apply; and
(d) Whether the Police support the proposed prohibition; and
(e) Views of the affected community; and
(f) Any other information the Council considers relevant.

(3)

The Council may by resolution subsequently amend or revoke any resolution made under
clause 14(1).

(4)

Subject to the Council installing the signage referred to in clause 14(1), no person may
use a motor vehicle weighing less than 3,500 kilograms on any part of a road described
in a resolution made under clause 14(1) during the times and on the days specified in the
resolution, unless:
(a) The vehicle is conveying the owner or occupier of any land having a frontage to the
road described in a resolution made under clause 14(1) or the owner or the
occupier's bona fide visitors; or
(b) The vehicle is an emergency vehicle being used in the execution of duty; or
(c) The vehicle is a trade or service vehicle for the provision or maintenance of a utility
on the road or on the land having a frontage to the road being used for genuine
business purposes; or
(d) The vehicle is operated by the Council and being used for genuine business
purposes; or
(e) The vehicle is operated by a security service and being used for genuine business
purposes.

(5)

The Council must erect signs on any road described in a resolution made under clause
14(1) clearly advising:
(a) The times and days of the prohibition; and
(b) That the prohibition applies to motor vehicles weighing.

15
(1)

Speed limits
Road or areas described in Schedule 1 to 11 and attached maps are declared to have
the speed limits specified the schedule and maps.
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Non-compliance with this bylaw

(1)

The Council may use its powers under the Land Transport Act 1998 to enforce this bylaw.

(2)

A person who fails to comply with any control, restriction, limitation or prohibitions made
pursuant to this bylaw commits an offence under the Land Transport Act 1998 and is
liable to the penalties set out in that Act.

(3)

In addition to the powers conferred on it by any other enactment the Council may remove
or cause to be removed from any road, or parking place any vehicle or thing using the
road or parking place in breach of this bylaw.

17

Exceptions
(1)

A person is not in breach of this bylaw if that person proves that:
(a)
the act or omission complained of took place in response to a situation on a road;
(b)
the situation was not of the person’s own making;
(c)
the act or omission was taken:
(i)
to avoid the death or injury of a person; or
(ii)
if the act or omission did not create a risk of death or injury or greater
damage to any property, to avoid damage to any property.

(2)

Clause 17(1) does not apply if a court is considering, in proceedings for an offence
specified in the Act, whether or not a person had complied with this bylaw.

(3)

Any restrictions made under clauses 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14 of this bylaw do not apply to:
(a)
a vehicle that is actually engaged in construction, maintenance or repair work to
a network utility operation;
(b)
a vehicle that is being used as an emergency vehicle in attendance at an
emergency situation; or
(c)
a vehicle that is being used to transport registered medical personnel to assist at
an emergency situation.

(4)

A person is not in breach of this bylaw if that person proves that the act or omission:
(a)
took place in compliance with the directions of an enforcement officer; or
(b)
in the case of an act or omission done by an enforcement officer, was necessary
in the execution of the person’s duty.

18

Savings
(1)

Any traffic rules or controls in force at the commencement of this bylaw remains in force
until revoked or replaced by an equivalent resolution, approval or decision made by the
Council under this bylaw.

(2)

For the avoidance of doubt, the inclusion of traffic control devices within Council’s
approved roading asset management plan for the Long Term Plan 2015-2025 are
deemed to be in force for the purposes of clause 18(1).
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Schedule 1: Roads that have a speed limit of 10 km/h
The roads or areas described in this schedule or as shown on a map referenced in this schedule are declared to have a speed limit of
10km/h.
Ref

Description

Date of
Commencement

Legal
Instrument

Previous legal
instrument

No roads are identified within this
schedule
Schedule 2: Roads that have a speed limit of 20 km/h
The roads or areas described in this schedule or as shown on a map referenced in this schedule are declared to have a speed limit of
20km/h.
Ref

Description

Date of
Commencement

Legal
Instrument

No roads are identified within this
schedule
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Schedule 3: Roads that have a speed limit of 30 km/h
The roads or areas described in this schedule or as shown on a map referenced in this schedule are declared to have a speed l imit of
30km/h.
Ref

Description
Kowhai Park, Wanganui – All roads
within Kowhai Park

Mowhanau and Kai Iwi Beaches - From
the southern bank of Mowhanau Stream
and the northern bank of Kai Iwi Stream
Castlecliff Reserve and Beach from
North Mole north to southern bank of
Mowhanau Stream

Date of
Commencement
22 September
2008

1 March 2018

8 May 2019

Legal
Instrument
Wanganui
District Council
Speed Limit
Bylaw 2008/1
Traffic and
Speed Bylaw
2017
Amendment to
Traffic and
Speed Bylaw
2017

Previous legal instrument
and speed limit
No change

Wanganui District Council
Speed Limit Bylaw 2008/1 –
100km/h
Traffic and Speed Bylaw 2017 –
100km/h

Schedule 4: Roads that have a speed limit of 40 km/h
The roads or areas described in this schedule or as shown on a map referenced in this schedule are declared to have a speed l imit of
40km/h.
Ref

Description

Date of
Commencement

No roads are identified within this
schedule
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Schedule 5: Urban traffic areas - roads that have a speed limit of 50 km/h
The roads or areas described in this schedule or as shown on a map referenced in this schedule are declared to have a speed limit of 5 0
km/h, except for those roads or areas that are:
a) described as having a different speed limit in the appropriate schedule of this bylaw; or
b) shown on a map as having a different speed limit, as referenced in the appropriate schedule of this bylaw.
Ref

Description
All the roads within the area marked on
the maps entitled “Whanganui Alliance
Speed Limit Plan” Drawing No.
0000/001 and 002 Revision 0,
"Wanganui District Speed Limits" Ref
6404 and Sheet 2 Rev R4, updated
10/18 and identified in the legend as an
urban traffic area having a speed limit
of 50 km/h, except for State Highways
and those roads or areas that are
marked on the said map and identified
in the legend as having a different
speed limit, as referenced in the
appropriate schedule of this bylaw.

Date of
Commencement
30 August 2021

Legal Instrument
Traffic and
Speed Bylaw
2017 – v4
(CNCL/2021/120)

Previous legal
instrument
Traffic and Speed Bylaw 2017
– v2 (09/04/2019)
Changes to the following
roads:
 Pickwick Road and Dickens
Lane - 100km/h
 Mannington Road and
Kingston Way - 70km/h
Wanganui District Council
Speed Limit Bylaw 2008/1
Changes to the following
roads:
 Whanganui River Road
(Ranana) – 100km/h
 Fox Road (between
Sherwood Place and
Mosston Road) – 70km/h
 Caversham Road – 70km/h
 Springvale Road (south of
Caversham Road) –
70km/h

Pickwick Road
Dickens Lane
Mannington Road
Kingston Way
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Schedule 6: Roads that have a speed limit of 60 km/h
The roads or areas described in this schedule or as shown on a map referenced in this schedule are declared to have a speed l imit of
60km/h.
Ref

Description
Mosston Road (except as identified as
subject to a variable speed under
schedule 11)
Montgomery Road

Mill Road

Date of
Commencement
1 March 2018

Legal Instrument

1 March 2018

Traffic and Speed
Bylaw 2017

1 March 2018

Traffic and Speed
Bylaw 2017
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Previous legal
instrument
Wanganui District
Council Speed Limit
Bylaw 2008/1 – 70km/h
Wanganui District
Council Speed Limit
Bylaw 2008/1 – 70km/h
Wanganui District Council
Speed Limit Bylaw 2008/1 –
70km/h
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Schedule 7: Roads that have a speed limit of 70 km/h.
The roads or areas described in this schedule or as shown on a map referenced in this schedule are declared to have a speed l imit of
70km/h.
Ref

Description
All roads marked on the maps entitled
“Whanganui Alliance Speed Limit Plan”
Drawing No. 0000/001 and 002 Revision
0, "Wanganui District Speed Limits" Ref
6404 and Sheet 2 Rev R4, updated
10/18 and identified in the legend as
having a speed limit of 70 km/h.

Date of
Commencement
30 August 2021

Legal
Instrument
Traffic and
Speed Bylaw
2017 – v4
(CNCL/2021/1
20)

Previous legal instrument
Traffic and Speed Bylaw 2017 –
v2 (09/04/2019)
Changes to the following roads:
 Mannington Road and
Kingston Way - Removed
Wanganui District Council
Speed Limit Bylaw 2008/1
 Mosston Road,
Montgomery Road –
Removed
 Mowhanau Drive,
Handley Road and
Rapanui Road –
100km/h
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Schedule 8: Roads that have a speed limit of 80 km/h
The roads or areas described in this schedule or as shown on a map referenced in this schedule are declared to have a speed l imit of
80km/h.
Ref

Description
Whanganui River Road (except Ranana)

Rapanui Road between Francis Road
and State Highway 3 (except as
identified as subject to a variable speed
under schedule 11)
Erin Road

Date of
Commencement
1 March 2018

Legal Instrument

8 May 2019

Amendment to
Traffic and Speed
Bylaw 2017

8 May 2019

Amendment to
Traffic and Speed
Bylaw 2017
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Previous legal
instrument
Wanganui District Council
Speed Limit Bylaw 2008/1 –
100km/h
Traffic and Speed Bylaw
2017 – 100km/h

Traffic and Speed Bylaw
2017 – 100km/h
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Schedule 9: Rural areas - roads that have a speed limit of 100 km/h.
The roads or areas described in this schedule or as shown on a map referenced in this schedule are declared to have a speed l imit of
100km/h.
Ref

Description
All Whanganui District Council roads
outside an urban traffic area listed in
Schedule 5 have a speed limit of 100
km/h, except for roads or areas that are:
a) described as having a different
speed limit in the appropriate
schedule of this bylaw: or
b) shown on a map as having a different
speed limit, as referenced in the
appropriate schedule of this bylaw.

Schedule 10:

Date of
Commencement
30 August 2021

Legal Instrument
Traffic and Speed
Bylaw 2017 – v4
(CNCL/2021/120)

Previous legal
instrument
Traffic and Speed Bylaw
2017 – v2 (09/04/2019)
Changes to the following
roads:
 Pickwick Road and
Dickens Lane - Removed
Wanganui District Council
Speed Limit Bylaw 2008/1
 Whanganui River
Road, Mowhanau
Beach and Kai Iwi
Beach - Removed

Roads that have a holiday speed limit

The roads or areas described in this schedule or as shown on a map referenced in this schedule are declared to have a holiday speed limit.
Ref

Description

Date of
Commencement

No roads are identified within this
schedule
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Schedule 11: Roads that have a variable speed limit.
The roads or areas described in this schedule or as shown on a map referenced in this schedule are declared to have a variabl e speed
limits.
Ref

Description
Francis Road and Rapanui Road as
marked on the map entitled
“Whanganui Alliance Speed Limit Plan”
Drawing No. 0000/001 and 002 Revision
0, "Wanganui District Speed Limits" Ref
6404 and Sheet 2 Rev R4, updated
10/18 and speed identified in the legend
as having a variable speed limit of 60 or
80 km/h, subject to the following
conditions:
1
The speed limit is 60 km/h when the
variable speed limit signs are
operating and the numerals "60" are
displayed.
2
The times during which the variable
speed limit signs are permitted to
operate are limited to:
a) 35 minutes before the start of
school until the start of school;
b) 20minutes at the end of school,
commencing no earlier than 5
minutes before the end of
school;
c) 10 minutes at any other time
during a school day when at
least 50 children cross the road
or enter or leave a vehicle
3
At all other times the speed limit is
80 km/h

Date of
Commencement
8 May 2019
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Description
Mosston Road as marked on the
map entitled “Whanganui Alliance
Speed Limit Plan” Drawing No.
0000/001 and 002 Revision 0,
"Wanganui District Speed Limits" Ref
6404 and Sheet 2 Rev R4, updated
10/18 and speed identified in the legend
as having a variable speed limit of 40 or
60 km/h, subject to the following
conditions:
1
The speed limit is 40 km/h when the
variable speed limit signs are
operating and the numerals "40" are
displayed.
2
The times during which the variable
speed limit signs are permitted to
operate are limited to:
a) 35 minutes before the start of
school until the start of school;

3

Date of
Commencement
8 May 2019

b) 20minutes at the end of school,
commencing no earlier than 5
minutes before the end of
school;
c) 10 minutes at any other time
during a school day when at
least 50 children cross the road
or enter or leave a vehicle
At all other times the speed limit is
60 km/h
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and Speed Bylaw
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Previous legal
instrument
Traffic and Speed
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speed 60km/h
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